Club 100 Network Huddle
10th November 2022

9:45am

Arrival, Registration, and Introductions
Arrive by 9:45am to register and gain access to the Huddle to meet fellow Global Mobility professionals and gain
in-depth technical knowledge on all the risks, twists and turns involved when moving your employees overseas.
On arrival, you will be introduced to others and be welcome to refreshments.

10:15 am

Welcome
Enjoy a warm welcome from the Expat Academy team. We will run you through the agenda and facilitate
networking on your tables with our icebreaker!

10:30 am

Three Against Three - Our World-Famous Global Mobility Debate Game Show
The world-famous Expat Academy debate debuts in the UK! There is rarely one correct answer in the world of
Global Mobility, and so we've created a game to prove this. Inspired by a fusion of a famous TV show with two
families, an equally famous cookery show, and a debate, this promises to stretch your thinking and provide you
with new ideas! At this event, we will cover three major topics on the minds of GM professionals today:
Streamlining, Sustainability, and Survival.

11:45 am

Morning Break

12.00 pm

Technical Update and Huddle Time
In this turbulent period in time, we are still seeing shipping issues, temporary accommodation issues, cost of
living issues, and there doesn’t appear to be an end in sight… Cheerful, huh?!
Our ever-popular Network Sponsor, Santa Fe, will bring us what they are seeing from their side of the industry
and with their clients. Throughout, we will have Huddle discussions for our community to share thoughts and
wisdom.

1:00 pm

Lunch

2:00pm

Cultural Adaptation
Not being able to adapt to your new culture, compounded by family needs or feeling alone, is a huge issue. Yet
companies - with plenty of data - still let support in this area drop off first when it comes to ‘saving’ costs. We,
and many others, would argue that it costs in the long run.
Expat coach and mentor, Kate Gondouin, will discuss what companies don’t see, the impact of their decisions, and
provide a personal story that will make you re-evaluate your programs.

3:00pm

Afternoon Break

3:15pm

Global Mobility Hot Potatoes
Gather round folks! It’s Huddle Time! A safe space to discuss hot topics (or hot potatoes you want off your plate!)
important to you with your global mobility peers and technical experts. With updates from the community on
interesting approaches and innovative solutions to problems, you can share your knowledge and learn from
others.

4:15pm

Expat Academy Updates and Closing

4:30pm

Post Event Drinks
The time when the true networking starts!

